REMOTE LEARNING
PROGRAMME
LENT TERM 2021

VIRTUAL DOWNSIDE
I’m delighted to introduce to you, Downside’s Remote
Learning Programme (Episode II), (that’s a two, not an
eleven)! I will not try to suggest that the inspiration
behind our bringing out the sequel came from how much
we all enjoyed Episode I during last year’s summer term,
but I hope you will agree that we can enter this second
period of vir tual schooling with confidence, and
encouraged by how well we adapted as a community
during the first lockdown, working together to find
solutions to the extraordinary challenges with which we
were then faced.
With the Government’s announcement of this new
period of lockdown, coming, as it did, the day before the
beginning of this term, we took the decision to mirror the
timetable and timings of the day, which pupils would
follow if they were attending the School in person. As I
said in my letter of 5th January, we have kept this under
review and taken account of the feedback we have had
so far from pupils and parents and made a few
adjustments which we hope will address the issues raised.
We have maintained the level of contact time and the
breadth of our provision but have shor tened the school
day and incorporated Saturday’s academic lessons into
the weekdays. Our aim is to include variety into the daily
teaching and learning so as to ensure pupils are able to
spend some time away from their screens in the course
of their day. With this in mind, we have also dedicated
Saturdays to the co-curricular programme. Please do join
us, if you can, for our Sunday Prayer Service at 11am
(that is an eleven, not a two!).
At the first Hymn Practice of term, I urged pupils and
staff not to begin the year in the traditional way, by
making unrealistic New Year’s resolutions, which become
increasingly onerous to stick to and, once broken, either
fade into a distant recess of the memory, or worse,
implant a seed of guilt. Instead I encouraged them to
write a personal mission statement and set themselves
challenging but achievable goals.
The beginning of the year is a perfect moment to form
new habits. Whatever 2021 brings, whether we are able
to be together in person or we are having to work
remotely from home or elsewhere, my aspiration for all
of us in the Downside School community is to build and
embed habits which will suppor t our goals, whatever they

are, and do less of what will not help to achieve them. Let
excellence be our aim and remember Aristotle’s
sentiment, if not his exact words, that we are what we
repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act, but a habit.
Please keep in contact and let me know how things are
going. It is my sincere hope that we will be able to
welcome you back later this term.
So, how can we best suppor t our pupils, your children,
amidst all the uncer tainty and disruption we have
experienced over the last year and continue to face as
we move into 2021?
Clearly it is absolutely vital to suppor t children’s ongoing
academic development during this time, but it is
imperative that we don’t let them miss the oppor tunity
to reflect on just how extraordinary our current situation
is.  We do well to remember Einstein’s definition of
education, as ‘that which remains when we have forgotten
everything we learned in school’. This generation of
children will undoubtedly remember this period in their
lives for as long as they live. So what will be the legacy?
As teachers, we are adept at creating artificial challenges
for our pupils. They play along, but they often know, or at
least their experience tells them, that there is probably a
solution, derived from someone’s previous experience of
the same or a similar situation, ‘oven-ready’ and waiting,
which they can get out of us or, if we decide to be
stubborn, they can get out of Google when they get stuck
or lose interest. However, the solutions to the challenges
with which this generation is being presented cannot be
found at the back of the book; they still have to be created.
Like other schools, Downside may have been consigned
to becoming remote and virtual for the time being, but
the oppor tunities for personal growth and change are
very real and immediate. This is the moment for us,
teachers and parents alike, to suppor t our pupils and
children to recognise that they are each uniquely gifted
and to fill them with the confidence to think creatively.
ANDREW HOBBS
Head Master
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HOW CAN
PARENTS BEST
SUPPORT
THEIR
CHILDREN?
Remember that this is an entirely new experience for everyone.
You are not being expected to become teachers for your
children, but you can play a vital role in suppor ting online
learning. Some very simple things you can do:
• Help your children to form good habits, setting up a positive
work space, eating well, getting up in good time and sleeping
well
• Speak to your child about what they have enjoyed about their
learning, what they have found hard and what they are proud of,
rather than specifically about the content of what they have
learnt, unless they invite this
• Remember that in a normal school context, when a pupil 		
doesn’t understand what to do or is stuck, they have a series of
steps that they are used to taking: these might include asking a
friend, looking in a book or, of course, asking their teacher.
These become significantly harder in an online context. Talk to
them about what they can do, where they can look or what
materials might help them
• Encourage your child to contact their tutor directly if they are
having issues they cannot resolve.
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LEARNING PLATFORMS
M I C RO S O F T T E A M S
We will use Microsoft Teams as our main vehicle
for the planning, delivery and marking of work.
All pupils have a Teams account set up for them.
This is linked to their Office 365 account and
uses their normal school login.
All our staff are trained in using this, and we are
on hand to support your child if needed. A guide
for pupils can be found here. There may be
some occasions, however, when teachers will use
email to communicate with your child as well.

The Code of Conduct outlines the behaviours
expected in these lessons. Click here to access
the Code of Conduct.
PLANET ESTREAM
Par ts of the lessons may be pre-recorded by a
member of Downside staff using Planet eStream.
Links to these lessons will be sent to the pupils
via Teams along with any other materials they
may need for the lesson. Planet Estream is
available through Teams.

ASSIGNMENTS:

Click here to access Planet eStream
Login details: username and password are the
same as those for logging in to the School PCs.

Not all sessions will have an associated
assignment, however any work required to be
submitted to the teacher will be done through
an assignment. As with our normal lessons in
school, occasionally work will be marked during
the lesson or project work may be completed
over a number of lessons.

S C H O O L L I B R A RY
If you have forgotten to bring a textbook home
with you, let your teacher know as soon as
possible. Digital copies of extracts from
textbooks can be made available to you. There
are also reading lists and lots of resources to
suppor t learning at home. These are available by
accessing Quick Lists here.

This is how work is set and the way it can be
handed in for marking.

All assignments will be made live for the
beginning of the lesson. Please ensure you only
hand in work that you want to be marked.
Please do not submit work to teachers via email
only via the ‘hand in’ facility in Assignments.
POSTS:

In Channels, similar to a social media thread, the
teacher can communicate with pupils in the
class, and pupils can ask questions to the teacher.
These discussions are retained in the Channels
for pupils to look over what was taught. All
lessons will be recorded and these can be
accessed through the posts section. In addition
Announcements can be made by the teacher to
help pupils with reminders.
FILES:

This is the place where resources are saved that
a pupil will need for the lesson.
MEETINGS:

This is the live video conferencing platform in
Teams, and teachers will be live during tutor
times and lessons for pupils to join the meeting
and talk face-to-face with their teacher.

Click here to access the library
Login details: click on ‘Guest’ in the top right hand
corner and login with the same username and
password as those for logging in to the School PCs.
ONE DRIVE
This is a personal home drive for the pupils. It is
stored in the cloud rather than at school on our
servers and can therefore be accessed from
anywhere. All work should be stored on the
pupils onedrive account. For any work kept in
the pupils home drive at school instructions on
Foldr will help them access this.
FOLDR
Foldr allows access remotely to all of the pupils
documents stored on the School servers. This
also allows access to the pupil shared drive
where members of staff can save larger
documents. There are a large number of revision
resources held here for the Fifth Form and
Upper Sixth Form to suppor t their revision.
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Click here to access Foldr
Login details: username and password are the same as
those for logging in to the School PCs.
M I C RO S O F T PAC K AG E S
The School has moved over to Office 365. This migration
has meant that all our pupils now have access to all
Microsoft packages remotely. Click here for access.
All lessons will be provided with work to be completed in
Word, PowerPoint or Excel documents. There should be
rarely any need to print off any resources all of these will
be provided electronically.
OT H E R S O F T WA R E PAC K AG E S
There are numerous other web based packages that the
School uses on a regular basis. None of these require any
additional software to use.
Teachers will outline these as required through Teams.
7

KEY CONTACTS
The Senior Leadership Team (SLT) and Tutor Teams are here to help you. Click on the names below to email them and click here
for questions regarding IT support and provision.
S LT
Mr Andrew Hobbs
Mr Mike Randall		
Mrs Caroline Brawley
Mr Daniel Gibbons
Dom James Hood
Mrs Claire Murphy
Mrs Issy Hartnell
Mr Adam Cray		
Mrs Jessica Newman

Head Master & DDSL
Deputy Head Master & DDSL
Director of Operations
Director of Academic Studies
Senior Chaplain
Director of Pastoral Care & DSL
Director of Admissions & Marketing
Director of Finance
Development Manager

T U TO R T E A M S
Powell House
First Form:		
Second Form:		
Third Form:

Miss Sue Moody			
Mr Jamie Clark			
Mr George Setterfield, Mr David Pollard, Dr Gabor Tahin

Isabella House
First Form:		
Second Form:		
Third Form:		
Four th Form:		
Fifth Form:		
Lower Sixth Form:
Upper Sixth Form:
		
Caverel House
Third Form:		
Four th Form:		
Fifth Form: 		
Lower Sixth Form:
Upper Sixth Form:
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Mrs Amanda Ball
Mrs Jennifer Rainey
Mrs Hannah Alcántara
Miss Annie Anglim
Mrs Emma Spurling
Mrs Erica Williams
Dr Marcella Leatherbarrow
Mr Neill Barrett
Mrs Emily Chapman
Miss Jenny Price
Mrs Belen Iglesias
Mr Shaun Barrett, Mrs Andrea Maistrello

Barlow House
Four th Form:		
Fifth Form: 		
Lower Sixth Form:
Upper Sixth Form:

Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

Darren Nichols
David Hicks
Michael Patey, Mr William Vaughan
Julian McNamara, Mr Hugh Walters

Roberts House
Four th Form:		
Fifth Form: 		
Lower Sixth Form:
Upper Sixth Form:

Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

Jonathan Bridges, Mr Isaac Rhodes
Richard Jones
Paul Rigby, Dr Jesus Tapia Amador
Ben Edge, Mr Dave Bryson

Smythe House
Four th Form:		
Fifth Form: 		
Lower Sixth Form:
Upper Sixth Form:

Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

Ian Ramsden, Miss Frankie O’Neill
Rory Worsman
Richard Rawlins, Mr Paul Hunt
Oliver Simper

G E N E R A L E N Q U I R I E S & S U P P O RT Mrs Katie Walker, Head Master’s PA
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TIMINGS OF THE
SCHOOL DAY
There are typically seven sessions in a day.
These will be either an online lesson or
preparation / independent work for an online
lesson. The pupils will have access to their
teacher in either of the sessions via Teams to
allow them to ask questions and get help as
required. Research tells us that independent
study works best in 45-minute sessions to allow
pupils to maintain their concentration.
MONDAY – FRIDAY

8.40am – 8.55am: Morning tutorial
9.00am – 10.00am: Session 1
10.00am – 10.10am: Break/Snack (Devices off)
10.10am – 11.10am: Session 2
11.10am – 11.25am: Break/Snack (Devices off)

DIFFERENT TIME ZONES

We recognise that the live sessions will be
difficult for some pupils who live in different
time zones to attend.
We ask that pupils join as many ‘live’ lessons as
possible. Some content will be recorded and
will be available to be watched at another time
in their day. Alternatively, a teacher may be able
to make another time available for pupils.
Where the difference in timings is a par ticular
problem, we would suggest that pupils draw
up a programme which follows a similar pattern
of timings to those of the other pupils, rather
than trying to begin working at an unreasonably
early time or work into the night. This will
require some adaptation and we suggest you
speak to your tutor to find a sensible and
workable balance.

11.25am – 12.25am: Session 3
12.35pm – 1.15pm: Lunch (Devices off)
1.15pm – 2.15pm: Session 4
2.15pm – 2.30pm: Break/Snack (Devices off)
2.30pm – 3.30pm: Session 5
3.30pm – 4.30pm: Co-curricular activities
programme
SATURDAY

9.00am – 4.30pm: Co-curricular clubs available
online
SUNDAY

11.00am: Collective act of worship
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CODE OF
CONDUCT
FOR REMOTE
LEARNING
Pupils will be registered by their tutor live via Teams at the star t of every
day where possible.
Ensure that you are in an environment that is quiet, safe and free from
distraction, and is not a bedroom.
Where possible, use a desk or table so that you can make notes or
complete any work.
Dress appropriately.
Be on time for the live lesson.
Please conduct yourself in the same way as if you were in a normal lesson.
Pupils will follow the timetable they have been given although there is
considerable room for flexibility if this is not possible.
Pupils will complete all work set and submit for marking via Teams. This
should be at the end of each learning session.
Pupils are expected to use any online learning resource in a responsible
manner and must not misuse resources or publish on another platform.
Pupils are not required to complete additional prep in the evenings but
may choose to use this time for independent learning.
Only school email addresses will be used by both staff and pupils.
Teachers will be available at the published times to help and support the
pupils with their learning.
Pupils can post questions to their teachers at any time, which teachers will
answer during their timetabled lessons.
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ACADEMIC TIMETABLES
MONDAY

THURSDAY
FIRST
FORM

SECOND
FORM

THIRD
FORM

8.40am – 8.55am

FOURTH
FORM

FIFTH
FORM

LOWER
UPPER
SIXTH FORM SIXTH FORM

FIRST
FORM

SECOND
FORM

THIRD
FORM

8.40am – 8.55am

MORNING TUTORIAL

FOURTH
FORM

FIFTH
FORM

LOWER
UPPER
SIXTH FORM SIXTH FORM

MORNING TUTORIAL

9.00am – 10.00am

PERIOD 1

PERIOD 1

PERIOD 1

PERIOD 1

PERIOD 1

PERIOD 1

PERIOD 1

9.00am – 10.00am

PERIOD 1

PERIOD 1

PERIOD 1

PERIOD 1

PERIOD 1

PERIOD 1

PERIOD 1

10.10am – 11.10am

PERIOD 2

PERIOD 2

PERIOD 2

PERIOD 2

PERIOD 2

PERIOD 2

PERIOD 2

10.10am – 11.10am

PERIOD 2

PERIOD 2

PERIOD 2

PERIOD 2

PERIOD 2

PERIOD 2

PERIOD 2

11.25am – 12.25am

PERIOD 3

PERIOD 3

PERIOD 3

PERIOD 3

PERIOD 3

PERIOD 3

PERIOD 3

11.25am – 12.25am

GAMES

PERIOD 3

PERIOD 3

PERIOD 3

PERIOD 3

1.15pm – 2.15pm

PERIOD 4

PERIOD 4

PERIOD 4

PERIOD 4

PERIOD 4

PERIOD 4

PERIOD 4

1.15pm – 2.15pm

PERIOD 4

PERIOD 4

PERIOD 4

GAMES

2.30pm – 3.30pm

PERIOD 5

PERIOD 5

PERIOD 5

PERIOD 5

PERIOD 5

PERIOD 5

PERIOD 5

2.30pm – 3.30pm

PERIOD 5

PERIOD 5

PERIOD 5

PERIOD 5

PERIOD 5

PERIOD 5

PERIOD 5

3.30pm – 4.30pm

3.30pm – 4.30pm

CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES PROGRAMME

TUESDAY

CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES PROGRAMME

FRIDAY
FIRST
FORM

SECOND
FORM

THIRD
FORM

8.40am – 8.55am

FOURTH
FORM

FIFTH
FORM

LOWER
UPPER
SIXTH FORM SIXTH FORM

FIRST
FORM

SECOND
FORM

THIRD
FORM

8.40am – 8.55am

MORNING TUTORIAL

FOURTH
FORM

FIFTH
FORM

LOWER
UPPER
SIXTH FORM SIXTH FORM

MORNING TUTORIAL

9.00am – 10.00am

PERIOD 1

PERIOD 1

PERIOD 1

PERIOD 1

PERIOD 1

PERIOD 1

PERIOD 1

9.00am – 10.00am

PERIOD 1

PERIOD 1

PERIOD 1

PERIOD 1

PERIOD 1

PERIOD 1

PERIOD 1

10.10am – 11.10am

PERIOD 2

PERIOD 2

PERIOD 2

PERIOD 2

PERIOD 2

PERIOD 2

PERIOD 2

10.10am – 11.10am

PERIOD 2

PERIOD 2

PERIOD 2

PERIOD 2

PERIOD 2

PERIOD 2

PERIOD 2

11.25am – 12.25am

PERIOD 3

PERIOD 3

PERIOD 3

GAMES

11.25am – 12.25am

PERIOD 3

PERIOD 3

PERIOD 3

PERIOD 3

PERIOD 3

PERIOD 3

PERIOD 3

1.15pm – 2.15pm

GAMES

2.30pm – 3.30pm

PERIOD 5

PERIOD 5

PERIOD 5

PERIOD 5

PERIOD 5

GENERAL
RS/ TUTOR

PERIOD 5

3.30pm – 4.30pm

PERIOD 5

PERIOD 4

PERIOD 4

PERIOD 4

PERIOD 4

1.15pm – 2.15pm

HYMN PRACTICE

PERIOD 5

PERIOD 5

PERIOD 5

PERIOD 5

2.30pm – 3.30pm

PERIOD 5

CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES PROGRAMME

3.30pm – 4.30pm

WEDNESDAY

HOUSE ASSEMBLY

SATURDAY
FIRST
FORM

SECOND
FORM

THIRD
FORM

8.40am – 8.55am

FOURTH
FORM

FIFTH
FORM

LOWER
UPPER
SIXTH FORM SIXTH FORM

MORNING TUTORIAL

FIRST
FORM
9.00am – 4.30pm

9.00am – 10.00am

PERIOD 1

PERIOD 1

PERIOD 1

PERIOD 1

PERIOD 1

PERIOD 1

PERIOD 1

10.10am – 11.10am

PERIOD 2

PERIOD 2

PERIOD 2

PERIOD 2

PERIOD 2

PERIOD 2

PERIOD 2

11.25am – 12.25am

PERIOD 3

PERIOD 3

PERIOD 3

PERIOD 3

PERIOD 3

PERIOD 3

PERIOD 3

1.15pm – 2.15pm

PERIOD 4

PERIOD 4

PERIOD 4

PERIOD 4

PERIOD 4

PERIOD 4

PERIOD 4

2.30pm – 3.30pm

PERIOD 5

PERIOD 5

PERIOD 5

PERIOD 5

PERIOD 5

PERIOD 5

PERIOD 5

3.30pm – 4.30pm

PERIOD 5

SECOND
FORM

THIRD
FORM

FOURTH
FORM

FIFTH
FORM

LOWER
UPPER
SIXTH FORM SIXTH FORM

CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES PROGRAMME

The pupils will be following their normal timetables however to aid with the length of the day and to help our overseas
pupils we have compressed the day and placed the Saturday morning lessons into their existing timetable. The pupils new
timetables will be available on SOCs and are accessible through the Parent Portal. Tutors will also be able to help pupils.
Some lessons for the Third and Upper Sixth Form initially will happen during the co-curricular time. Please refer to individual
pupil timetables for more details.
EAL lessons and Learning Suppor t lessons will organised by Mrs Maistrello and Mrs Storey as appropriate.

CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES PROGRAMME
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ACADEMIC ENRICHMENT
Taking up oppor tunities for academic enrichment remain
integral to the growth and development of our pupils s o
that they can be inspired in their learning, and develop a
life-long love of intellectual endeavour. We encourage all
our pupils to engage with these:
Submit an article for Tessera – our acadmic journal for
Fourth to Sixth Form pupils. Pupils are encouraged to
submit ideas for articles for the next edition to the Director
of Studies, and to work on these articles with the support of
an assigned supervisor (appropriate member of staff
assigned by the Director of Studies). The next edition will
be published in the 2021 Michaelmas Term in print and an
interactive digital version.
Submit an ar ticle for Tessela – our brand-new academic
journal for First to Third Form pupils. The first edition of
Tessela will be published in the 2021 Summer Term in
print and an interactive digital version. Pupils can submit
written ar ticles, presentations, films or talks individually or
in groups. They can be on any topic, and ideas should be
submitted to the Director of Studies who will be able to
advise and assign a member of staff as a supervisor.

Anselmian Society – this Society encourages Sixth
Formers to delve deeply into the realms of philosophy
and theology, discussing all sor ts of areas which are not
on the A level syllabus. This is open to all who are
interested, but those considering related subjects at
university are particularly encouraged to attend. During
usual term time refreshments are provided, and so during
lockdown one member each week will also present a
different cheese to be recommended to the members.
Beginners’ Classical Greek – a beginners’ off-timetable
Greek Class which star ted in September. The group are
working throught Taylor’s Greek to GCSE Book 1.
Chaplaincy – Sacramental Preparation & Lectio Groups
for all pupils.

Head Master’s Prize Essay – this will open soon. If pupils
require support, or have any queries, they should contact
the Director of Studies in the first instance.
Abingdon Society – this will be coordinated by the Head
of Theology, Mr Walters, and pupils will be asked to
submit papers ahead of an online discussion.
This year, we will be launching a Junior Abingdon Society
which will be for pupils in the First, Second, Third and
Four th Forms. As well as debating, pupils will also be
invited to talks and discussion forums so that they can
begin to develop their public-speaking skills.
Knowles Society – all pupils who are considering
Oxbridge and/or Medicine will be contacted by relevant
members of staff with work to help them prepare for a
potential application.
EPQ for Fifth Form – pupils considering an EPQ should
submit ideas to the EPQ Supervisor, who will assign an
appropriate member of staff as a supervisor.
Physics Enrichment Lecture Series – eecommended for
the Four th to Sixth Forms, but also open to all. This will
involve sharing the lecture to be watched with a follow
up group discussion.
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CO-CURRICULAR LIFE
The co-curricular life of Downside is a very
impor tant par t of our community. There are
many ways in which this can continue even
though we are not together physically. The
timetable has slots where we have built in time
for this to be facilitated.

SERVICE

These activities will all be available on SOCs for
pupils to sign up to. This is an oppor tunity to get
together with their friends and do something
outside of the academic life of the School.

CCF

The full details for co-curricular options are
being updated and will be published soon.
Some examples of the activities that will be
available are:
HEALTH & WELL-BEING

• Exercise programmes for pupils and their
families
• The Downside Great African Run
Help run the cumulative distance from
Downside the the southernmost top of Africa.
Improve your fitness, mental health and discover
great inner strength. Click here to sign up.
CHALLENGES & COMPETITIONS

•
•
•
•
•

Online Chess Club
Online quiz
Bake Off
Book Club challenges
Inter-house / open gaming challenges

WRITING

• Ar ticles for the School magazine, Horizon
MUSIC & DRAMA

• Individual instrumental, LAMDA and singing
tuition will continue in most cases, and the
current situation may well provide more time
for individual practice and progress.
• Outdoor and socially distanced performances
for neighbours; and/or via social media; with a
Just Giving page linked to the event, as suitable.
• Instrumental and vocal performances.
• Downside Performer of the Year Competition:
various categories and prizes.
• Rehearsals continue for Little Shop of Horrors.

• What are you doing to help…in your local
community or at home? Share your news and
pictures with us.
• Vir tual Knitting group for charity
• Fund raising for Mary’s Meals
We are hoping to run sessions for the Army,
Royal Navy and Corp of Drums. Pupils will be
carrying on with their syllabus training whilst also
working towards a variety of Badges and Awards.
D OF E

• Continuation of evidence gathering /
paperwork. Contact Mr David Pollard
• Remote Team Building (run by Prefects)
www.100pointchallenge.com/remote-teambuilding
EDUCARE

• Completion of online training modules for
prefects
• Hygiene for cooking module for all senior house
pupils

horizon

Click here to contact Mr Potter if you have any
activities you would like to lead.

SUMMER 2019

HOW TO ACCESS SOCS

1. Click here to access the SOCS web address.
2. ‘Select Login Type’ requires you to click on the
yellow Pupil box.
3. Enter your @downside.co.uk email address
and the generic password downsideclubs.
4. Your SOCS calendar page will then load. This
will also show your Academic timetable.
5. Go to ‘Activities’ at the left of your screen.
6. You will then see ‘Lent Term 2021 – Available
Activities’.
7. Go to ‘+ Lockdown Activities’.
8. Find the co-curricular options you would like
to do and then click ‘Add’..
9. If you look at ‘My Calendar’, the option you
added will appear on your own SOCS calendar.
10. You can then use ‘Settings’ to create your
own personalised password.

INSIDE:

MEETING MR HOBBS
An interview with the Head Master
YES CHEF!
James Lowe on food
ANATOMY OF
A CUP RUN
Joe chases the oval totem

DOWNSIDE SCHOOL
STUDENT MAGAZINE
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SPORTS & GAMES
It was so encouraging to witness the sense of community,
enjoyment and participation that was evident amongst pupils
and staff throughout last Term. Nelson Mandela summed up
the value of sport when he claimed “it has the power to
inspire. It has the power to unite people in a way that little
else does……sport can create hope where once there was
only despair”. This sense of positivity and progress is a feature
of sport and physical activity at our school and attention now
turns to the challenge of maintaining this excellent sporting
provision over the Lent Term ahead, as we navigate a second
period of remote learning.
THE SPORTS PROGRAMME

The Lent Term spor t for the majority of girls is
traditionally Netball, for boys it is Hockey. Additional
options include Cross Country, Table Tennis, Swimming,
Squash, Football and Health & Wellbeing. It is our intention
to suppor t our pupils in these options as far as is possible.
Spor t & Games for all pupils has now been included in the
remote learning programme, offering all pupils timetabled
oppor tunities throughout the week to par ticipate in
physical activity and fur ther develop the important values
of courage, resilience and leadership. All pupils will be
expected to sign in with their coaching staff every Games
lesson via their respective Microsoft Teams group.
All pupils in the First, Second and Third Form will
experience spor t and physical activity sessions twice a
week in Games throughout this period of remote learning.
Tuesdays 1:15-2:15pm and Thursdays 11:25am-12:25pm.
Attendance will be taken using the SOCS system. Through
these Games sessions pupils will learn more about the
technical and tactical aspects of their respective spor ts, as
well as have opportunities to develop and improve their
physical fitness. Within an additional weekly Physical
Education lesson, pupils will also improve their technical
and tactical understanding of Badminton, Basketball and
Swimming. They will also participate in a weekly HIIT
workout led by their teacher.
All pupils in the Four th, Fifth and Sixth Form will
experience spor t and physical activity sessions twice a
week in Games as well. Tuesdays 11:25am-12:25pm and
Thursdays 1:15-2:15pm. Personalised spor ts options were
made via the SOCS system at the end of last term and
attendance is expected. Through these Games session’s
pupils will learn more about the technical and tactical
aspects of their respective spor ts, as well as have
oppor tunities to develop and improve their physical
fitness in a fun and challenging environment.

ATHLETE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME (ADP)

Even though they cannot compete in spor ts face-to-face
at this time, spor ts scholars and members of our gifted
and talented Athlete Development Programme can still
find ways to build community and challenge each other
through play and spor t. Heads of Sport will continue to
provide suppor t & guidance via Coach Logic and
Microsoft Teams. Pupils can then access this in the daily
Co-Curricular sessions. Par ticipation in this vir tual
provision will offer real oppor tunities for pupils across the
School to take responsibility for their own physical activity,
positively build enthusiasm for their chosen pursuit and
further enhance their sporting passion.
VALUES BASED SPORTS PROVISION

The benefits of par ticipating in this remote learning
programme for our physical, mental and social wellbeing
are well known. Pupils and Parents alike will all be familiar
with the Benedictine values which are integral to
Downside’s sports philosophy. It is our hope that they can
become the framework for pupils’ independent approach
to physical activity over the coming weeks and months.
DISCIPLINE

Without Discipline, we will not be able to focus on
targets, avoid distractions, set the highest personal
standards and lead by example. All pupils have at least two
hours set aside in the week during Games for physical
activity, as well as co-curricular club time in the evenings
and weekends. We would encourage all pupils to consider
what their health and fitness goal is and stick to it; sharing
their progress with others in their ‘Team’ and inspiring
others by their example.
HUMILITY

Without Humility, we will find it difficult to put the needs of
others first, honestly self-assess and accept coaching
feedback. We will equally fail to appreciate the place of
servant leadership within a team environment or
organisation. Just as so many of us did last year, we can all use
this latest period of remote learning for self-improvement.
Whatever their Games option or personal aspiration in
sport, all pupils are encouraged to make the most of this
time – perhaps to learn a new skill, discover how to cook a
healthy and nutritious meal, read a book or watch a
documentary about their favourite sports team/player?
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STEWARDSHIP

Without Stewardship, we will not have a sense of how we
should all look to make the most of our talents, strive to
leave spor t in a better place at Downside and leave a
positive legacy. The sports-related ‘Teams’ platform will be
vital in encouraging pupils to collaborate with their peers
and coaches to identify spor ting initiatives they can
develop during remote learning that will enrich their
experience. How will their ‘Team’ remember their
contribution to sport during lockdown – a source of
inspiration, resilient, supportive, enthusiastic?
Wherever we are in the world and however we are
spending this period of remote learning, the Downside
sports community is here for everyone. All pupils are
encouraged to use their respective Microsoft ‘Team’ and
social media to share all that they are doing. One such
initiative is the Downside Great African Run. Whether one

kilometre, 10km or a marathon, everyone is encouraged to
download the free Strava app and join this running/walking
club. Following the success of the inaugural lockdown Run
to Rome in 2020, the aim in 2021 is for as many sections of
the School community as possible to join this club and get
us to Cape Agulhas on the southern tip of South Africa as
quickly as possible, perhaps raising some money for good
causes along the way.
Downside Sport on Instagram
Downside Sport on Twitter
Downside Sport on Facebook
We’d love to see and hear what amazing things are
happening and how we are all finding ways to stay active
and healthy over the coming months. If the last year has
taught us anything, it is that we may be remote, but we
are never alone.
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PASTORAL CARE
& SAFEGUARDING
THE HOUSE COMMUNITY
The House Masters and Mistresses (HsMs) will be in regular contact with pupils
and their families and maintain the community spirit and share news and updates.
This may be through links on Teams, Planet eStream or by email. The HsMs will
co-ordinate the tutor team and ensure that each pupil has appropriate suppor t
according to their individual needs.
T H E T U TO R G RO U P
The tutors will hold a Teams meeting with their tutor group at 8.40am British
Summer Time, five days a week, Monday – Friday. Pupils who are unable to attend
the Teams meeting will be contacted by the tutor at a different time.
The tutors are instrumental in gauging the suppor t each pupil requires and to
maintain the close friendships within the tutor group community. The tutors will
keep in contact with parents and guardians via email.
Tutor groups will be directed to work collaboratively to produce projects on the
following themes throughout the term:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keeping ourselves safe. Suppor t in school and out of school
Maintaining positive mental health and emotional well-being
Building, maintaining and strengthening community
Service and concern for the individual
Teaching and learning: new skills, hobbies and unknown talents!
Celebrating differences
Celebrating success.

PUPIL LEADERSHIP
All Prefects will have an oppor tunity to work with pupils in their Houses as par t
of the House assemblies, and in the co-curricular programme. If you have any
ideas of clubs you would like to lead please contact your House Master or
Mistress for them to help you set it up.
T H E H E A LT H C E N T R E
Sister Michelle Pye, the Head of
Nursing Care, will be available,
via email for pupils who may
need non-urgent advice or
would like additional support.
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FROM THE CHAPLAINCY
We have all experienced the strong community
life that exists in the School, a community that
reaches out to others with friendship and love.
During this these days of physical distancing from
friends, use the time to grow in your faith and in
love with members of your family. Below are a few
things that all of you can do.
LECTIO

The St Scholastica Community is offering lectio
on Skype business. We very much hope that all
of you will consider taking up this invitation,
especially those of you who are already members
of a lectio group. Click here to contact Nicolas
to take par t. If you take par t in this, please
ensure that you do this in an appropriate place in
your home.
SUNDAY MASS AND FEAST DAYS

A leaflet for the first Mass for the term is attached
to this email. We will continue to send out Sunday
Mass and Feast Day leaflets for this term.
Downside Abbey is recording some of their
Masses and prayer times. Click here to access to
the recordings via SoundCloud.
The Catholic Shrine of Our Lady of Walsingham
in Norfolk is also an online option. Click here.
To accompany the Mass, and your prayer times,
you can visit Universalis. This site is run by an OG
and Old Georgian Medallist, Martin Kochanski.
Click here.
CANDLES AT DOWNSIDE ABBEY

If you are a member of one or more of these
communities, reflecting different aspects of school
life: St John (Lectio), St Teresa (Service), St Luke
(Liturgy) and St Francis (Eco), we invite and
encourage you to help and motivate each other in
these difficult days. One of the ways that this can
be done is by making yourself available to an
online meeting via Skype Business. This is a
positive way that we can keep in touch and reach
out to one another.
APPS AND YOUTUBE

Resources that you might find helpful:
Pray As You Go app
A very helpful app, set up by the Jesuits. It lasts
about ten minutes, combining music, scripture and
a few points for reflection.
YouTube channels:
Downside Abbey
NDCYS Nottingham Diocesan Catholic Youth Service
NDCYS has good videos to help teenagers,
prayers and Sunday gospel reflections.
Keep praying for those who are in our health
services as they assist the ill and those who have
been infected with the virus.
You, your families and friends are always in our
thoughts and prayers. Please do not hesitate to
contact us if you have any questions.

You are welcome to email Fr James if you would
like a candle lit in the Abbey Church.

Click on the names below to email the chaplaincy
team:

THE CHAPLAINCY DEPARTMENT

Dom James Hood

Senior Chaplain

Mr Paul Andrewartha

Lay Chaplain

Mr Nicolas Meneghello

St Scholastica Community

During this term, we will be looking to place
evening prayer videos on Planet eStream for you
to watch on a weekly basis. We are also looking
at the option of an online faith program for pupils
to join.
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THE ST JOHN, ST TERESA, ST LUKE AND
ST FRANCIS COMMUNITIES
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S T R AT TO N - O N - T H E - F O S S E ,
B AT H , S O M E R S E T B A 3 4 R J , U K
hmpa@downside.co.uk
www.downside.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)1761 235100

